Menstrual Hygiene Management: An Overview of Global Awareness
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Abstract. In developing nations, menstrual hygiene management (MHM) is a problem that is frequently disregarded. Women and girls who are menstruating are compelled to live in seclusion, are subject to mobility limitations and dietary restrictions, and may be barred from engaging in daily activities. Due to its relationship with social and cultural components of a natural process that is sometimes shrouded in ingrained shame and taboos, menstrual hygiene waste management has not gotten enough attention and, as a result, has not been adequately researched. As a result, information on the amounts and whole lifespan of the created trash is either lacking or fraught with uncertainty. However, this work raises important and pertinent issues that may impact on the environment as well as the health, equality, and dignity of women. The present review also identifies the knowledge gaps that still need to be filled and offers potential solutions for the near future. Menstrual hygiene requires immediate consideration in the context of a pandemic, as does understanding the potential role that waste produced, for instance, in refugee camps, may have in spreading SARS-CoV-2. The current analysis suggests potential intervention tactics intended to remedy this ignorance. In order to achieve Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) 3.7 and 6.2, which address women’s healthcare and hygiene requirements, there looked to be room for interventions through a coordinated national effort to promote awareness of MHM among women utilizing a variety of media outlets.

1 Introduction

The need and urgency to address the issues related to menstrual hygiene waste, cannot still be viewed as solely being a concern in developing nations. It provides context for the garbage generated by migrants in the settling regions, which is sometimes overlooked when implementing sanitation programmes [1]. Translational medicine, imaging and sampling methods, patient-centric analysis of menstrual disorders like abnormal uterine bleeding, as well as fundamental endometrial biology like tissue engineering and omic analysis of the endometrium, stem cells and fibroids, are all necessary for advancing menstruation science [2]. Adolescents, as per World Health Organization (WHO), are those between the ages of 10 and 19 [3]. The kid develops physically, psychologically, and biologically during this time, and the menarche of women ushers in the reproductive phase of their life that is a significant biological turning point. India has been used as an example because there are 355 million menstruating women and girls. Many still encounter significant obstacles to having a comfortable and dignified menstrual experience, such as a lack of access to appropriate fresh water and washing facilities and affordable sanitary products. Stigmatization due to social and religious factors can be severe [4].

Unfortunately, there is very little literature on menstrual hygiene waste (MHW), and it is clear that there aren't any good, thorough studies that present and address the environmental issues related to MHW management. The debates have been dominated by women’s experiences (mostly adolescent girls), especially those linked to managing menstruation. Particular emphasis has been paid to the implications associated to the gendered features of sanitation-related psychological stress [5-8]. Only a small number of articles discuss potential environmental problems brought on by MHW in general terms [9]. According to one study, a woman discards between 125 and 150 kg of sanitary waste in her lifetime, including menstrual cups, internal absorbents, pads, and cloth pads. Considering the number of women worldwide, this means that the yearly amount of MHW produced may be between 250 and 300 million tonnes [10]. However, there are no statistics on how much equivalent trash is produced by women in emergency situations, such as by migrants and/or refugees.
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In order to achieve Sustainable Development Goals 3.7 and 6.2, which address women's healthcare and hygiene requirements, there looked to be room for interventions through a coordinated national effort to promote awareness of MHM among women utilising a variety of media outlets [11]. Due to a lack of access to reliable information and appropriate understanding, most women and girls frequently have difficulties with menstruation hygiene [12]. Menstruation ignorance may lead to risky hygiene practices, which increase the risk of reproductive and urinary tract infections, cervical cancer, subpar academic achievement, and overall negative quality of life [13].

### 2 Menstrual Hygiene Waste

For productive and healthy lives, women, girls, and transgender people need clean menstruation supplies such as sanitary pads, menstrual cups, and tampons. Although women's menstrual hygiene procedures should be straightforward, a sizable population lacks enough hygiene knowledge or lives in dangerous circumstances [1].

The preferred sanitary protection material depends on the individual's preferences, cultural tolerance, financial situation, and market accessibility. To manage menstruation hygiene, one should be provided with soap and period absorbents in addition to basic sanitation facilities. Different absorbents are preferred by urban and rural women and girls [14].

Nowadays, there are several rayon-based synthetic fibre sanitary solutions on the market, both deodorised and undeodorized. These deodorised goods include substances with antibacterial properties like organochlorines. Due to their chemical makeup, these goods destroy the soil's microorganisms when buried in the ground and slow down the decomposition process [15].

Only an estimate of the MHW produced in some countries is given in the literature [16]. Several articles detail inappropriate methods for disposing of MHW, mostly in low- and middle-income nations [16]. The majority of these works, however, are based on survey data and aimed to comprehend disposal methods; hence, the environmental effects of the created waste are virtually not provided or analysed. The benefits of employing reusable disposal products have been boosted. Researchers suggested the use of biodegradable absorbent products, especially for women of poor nations [17,18]. Different types of menstrual hygiene products for women are presented in fig. 1[14].

According to market statistics, the consumption of women hygiene products is substantially lower in low-income nations. More than 65% of French women use single-use pads and tampons, compared to 7.7% who occasionally use washable sanitary towels [19]. According to recent literature, 1,470 kg should be consumed every month; If women with critical conditions are taken into account, the recommended value may be thought of as more credible as it agrees with the French market data [20]. Given the migratory scenario, it equates to an average worldwide quantity of 67 kg of sanitary waste throughout the course of a woman's lifetime, which is almost half of the waste value often suggested for a woman [10]. Using data taken from the International Migrant Stock 2020 database, the geographic flux of female migrants (aged 10 to 49, then generating MHW) was assessed taking into account both their origin and destination locations. The average volume per woman was found to be 1.5 Kg worldwide [21]. In France, more than 25% of women experienced menstruation precariousness at some point in their lives, primarily due to the menstrual protection products utilised. Menstrual precariousness is regarded by 76% of French women as a public health problem [1].
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3 Menstrual Hygiene Waste: Environmental Concerns

The menstrual items that are used the most frequently include absorbents, such as sanitary pads, tissue paper, and fabric, all of which may be prepared at home [22]. Compared to disposable pads, cloth pads are less harmful to the environment. However, as it requires privacy and access to water, cleaning them can be extremely difficult under difficult circumstances, such as for women of poor nations. In that case, disposable pads are typically recommended, if offered. The majority of menstrual hygiene products frequently contain residuals, such as volatile organic compounds, as a result of increased ingredient disclosure [23].

Some of those, like acrylate, can cause the polymer network to emit potentially hazardous monomers or additives. Other items contain pesticides including atrazine[17], pyrethrum, and procymidone that can cause acute and long-term aquatic toxicity and can also come from natural fibres like cotton [14].

It is also crucial to emphasise that burning the trash accumulation sites might release harmful air pollutants, include dangerous substances including polychlorinated dibenzodioxins, and cause groundwater pollution through leaching. The consequences of the unchecked spread of MHW in the environment are absolutely unknown in the pandemic situation with the viral comeback caused by SARS-CoV-2 subtypes. Particularly, the lower genital tract of a woman is exposed to many germs, which may potentially cause a build-up of microorganisms and/or endotoxins in the menstrual fluid. Although it has been demonstrated that SARS-CoV-2 may live for many days outside of the human body[24], there have been no investigations concerning the potential involvement of MHW in COVID-19 infection. In instance, it has already been observed that incorrect disposal of such garbage might spread the HIV infection [25].

4 Menstrual Hygiene Waste: Gynaecologic Concerns

Girls with physical and developmental disabilities, as well as their families and caregivers, may experience serious problems related to puberty and menstruation, such as unintended pregnancies, abuse risk, vulnerability, difficult MHM, dysmenorrhea, abnormal uterine bleeding, behavioral issues/mood concerns, or changes in seizure pattern. During this time of life, healthcare professionals may have a significant and beneficial influence on both teenagers and their families/caregivers. After obtaining a thorough history from the patient and the person providing treatment, it should be determined whether menstrual manipulation is necessary to assess the impact of present issues on quality of life. Realistic expectations should be addressed and full amenorrhea's difficulty should be explained. Depending on the needs of each patient, the objectives for the management of menstruation issues should be a decrease in the amount and total days of menstrual flow, a reduction in monthly discomfort, and a suppression of ovulatory or cyclic symptoms. The benefits and drawbacks of the various treatment options are represented in table. 1 [26].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No.</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Drawbacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1    | Levonorgestrel releasing intrauterine device (IUD) | • High amenorrhea achievement  
• Insertion once every 3-5 years | • Breakthrough bleeding  
• Need for general anaesthesia for insertion |
| 2    | Vaginal ring                                  | • Monthly use  
• Can be used as extended or continuous | • Placement may need assistance  
• Drug interactions with some anti-epileptic drugs  
• Increased risk of venous thromboembolism (VTE) in immobilized patients |
| 3    | Patch                                        | • Weekly use  
• Can be used as extended or continuous | • Drug interactions with some anti-epileptic drugs  
• Increased risk of VTE in immobilized patients  
• The patches can be removed by the patients |
| 4    | Oral progestins                               | • Decreased flow | • Drug interactions with some anti-epileptic drugs  
• Breakthrough bleeding  
• Need to take daily medication |
| 5    | Nonsteroidal anti-                            | • Decreased flow and | • Gastrointestinal problems |
5 Menstrual Health and Hygiene Management

Menstrual cups and other reusable items have already been mentioned in literature as having the potential to greatly reduce the amount of MHW burned or disposed of in landfills [27]. Menstrual cups in particular are constructed of medical-grade silicone rubber, which can be recycled and disinfected. Tampons, on the other hand, have a significant negative influence on resource depletion and eutrophication, while disposable pads have a great effect on the change of climate [17]. Pyrolysis or incineration may be used, primarily during the pandemic [28]. This, when compared to landfill, makes it possible to minimise the amount and increase the safety of MHW [27]. India, where there is a substantial amount of this MHW, has previously encouraged this treatment (about 113,000 tonnes annually) [19].

In a study, five Junior High Schools in the Kumbungu area of northern Ghana, 250 adolescent schoolgirls provided quantitative data, while thirty students, five instructors, and five schoolboys provided qualitative data. In order to identify the determinants of inadequate menstruation knowledge, binary logistic regression models were built. Themes were created via coding, verbatim transcribing, and organising qualitative data. 53.6% of the girls exhibited a general lack of awareness regarding menstruation. The majority of the boys had heard of and had some understanding of menstruation, with the majority defining it as "the flow of blood via the vagina of a female." The guys indicated that in the schools and the society, menstruation is referred to as "Vodafone," "Red card," and "Palm oil." Socioeconomic variables, There is evidence that girls in their late adolescence are less likely to be ignorant about their periods than girls between the ages of 10 and 14. Poor menstruation knowledge was defended against by maternal education. Teenagers who received basic education from their mothers and secondary or higher education from their mothers were less likely to have inadequate understanding about menstruation than those whose mothers were illiterate. Teenagers from families without televisions or radios were more likely to be ignorant about the menstrual cycle than those from homes with these amenities [29].

Their primary selection criteria for sanitary items were comfort, safety, and affordability. The majority of the instructors claimed that, even in dire situations, pupils are not given access to sanitary supplies in classrooms. Girls are considered dirty and impure when menstruating, and open talks about menstruation and its management are discouraged. Starting in elementary school, menstrual education might be incorporated into the regular curriculum to help girls get ready for menarche, increase their awareness of the menstrual cycle, and educate males how to support girls and women during this time. Additionally, this could dispel prevailing societal stereotypes about menstruation [29].

The provider survey had a response rate of 65%; 15% of doctors often inquired about menstruation products from patients, whereas 44% were worried that patients wouldn't be able to afford them. The patient survey had an 85% response rate; respondents experienced menstrual hygiene insecurity in 19% of cases, missed commitments in 55% of cases, and addressed menstruation products with providers in 45% of cases. Ten qualitative interviews with the fifteen patients who agreed to participate were undertaken, and topic saturation set in. The value of thorough early menstrual health education and the involvement of providers in menstrual management were stressed in interviews. The teenage years are a vital time to begin receiving medical treatment [30]. Menstrual health education must be prioritised because stigmas associated with menstruation may restrict access to healthcare [31].

To determine the obstacles to menstrual hygiene, it is important to understand the beliefs and customs around menstruation in a rural Haryana community. Following IDI and FGD, a barrier to regular sanitary pads' accessibility is teenage girls' lack of knowledge about menstruation hygiene. The lack of sanitary pad disposal facilities in schools and the bad state of the restrooms raised concerns about student absence. Menstrual health education and the Adolescent Reproductive Sexual Health programme can boost usage and lessen stigma and misinformation. Separate restrooms for girls and a continuous, free supply of sanitary pads through Anganwadi would improve accessibility and lower absenteeism [32].

India, Kenya, Senegal, and the United States are the four nations where there have been changes.[33] It is based on an examination of 34 policy texts and interviews with 85 people involved in policy-making.[34] A common policy focus across nations is on things that can be seen and touched, such menstruation products and facilities, and is motivated by a
limited understanding of menstrual needs as the control of bleeding.[35] Policy-makers were motivated to maintain this focus by a variety of factors, including the dominant narrative of menstruation pads as a believed remedy for school absence paired with media sensationalization and the desire for quantitative outcomes.[36] Because menstruation is still seen as a problem that has to be controlled, repaired, and disguised, menstrual stigma continues to limit policy-makers and campaigners.[37] In order to address the needs of menstruators and remove institutional hurdles that are mostly entrenched in menstrual stigma, it is necessary to build capacity for a holistic menstrual policy landscape [38]. Safe management of menstrual hygiene practices and related elements among female high school students in central Ethiopia's public schools. 28.20% of women managed their menstrual hygiene safely [39].

6Conclusion

Menstrual hygiene waste may have a serious health and psychological impact on teenagers, but managing women's menstrual products is also a major problem across the world. Several information gaps persist despite the fact that they can impact both human and environmental health, making them a crucial component of disease prevention and health promotion. Due to the vast majority of people worldwide living in subpar conditions, such as migrants in camps in Europe, the issues related with inadequate waste management cannot, however, still be regarded limited to low-income nations. Adolescent females have poor MHM practises, which were found to be influenced by the people that adolescent girls lived with, their parents' occupations, their place of residence, and whether or not there was a container available in the school restrooms for disposing of sanitary napkins. Female students must receive behavioural change messaging on menstrual hygiene. The majority of teenage schoolgirls had inappropriate hygiene habits and little awareness about menstruation. This indicates the need for initiatives to enhance understanding and encourage safe hygiene behaviour among adolescent schoolgirls during menstruation.

Although school-aged teenagers have a reasonable amount of information about managing menstrual hygiene, attitudes and practises still need to be improved. Findings show that behaviour change communication campaigns and constant reinforcement of school health education programmes are both necessary.

For females with physical and developmental impairments and their families/caregivers, puberty and menstruation are sometimes complicated processes. The management of these individuals can greatly benefit from premenarchal counselling, but no intervention or medical care is advised at this time. Using a variety of hormonal techniques, menstrual issues that influence quality of life in the post-menarche era can be successfully treated. The success and duration of the therapy are increased by a thorough description of the reasonable expectations for the treatment as well as the benefits and drawbacks of the current approaches.
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